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ABSTRACT

Article History:

Cyber’s terrorism has recently been said to be the biggest threat to our modern society. Every day a
new cyber-scare
cyber scare story makes the headlines. The national government recognizes the impor
importance of
cyber security, as several officials have made clear in the past few years. Cyber security is among the
most serious economic and national security challenges we will face in the 21st Century, we face a
long-term
term challenge in cyberspace from foreign
foreign intelligence agencies and militaries, criminals, and
others, and, struggle will wreak serious damage on the economic health and national security. For the
prevention and detection of cyber terrorism intrusion detection system has been used. Intrusion
detection
etection system detects illegal behavior of network over data. In current research trend performance
of intrusion detection system is important issue. Now various authors used machine learning and
feature optimization technique for intrusion detection system.
system. Machine learning technique is
collection of all learning algorithm such as classification, clustering and regression. For the
improvement of machine learning technique feature optimization techniques has been used. This paper
presents review of intrusion
intrusion detection techniques using machine learning and feature optimization
process.
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INTRODUCTION
The advancement of information communication network
contributes to improvement of the quality of daily life of
people, and now considered as fundamental social and
economic infrastructure. However, the increase of incidents
and threats against this infrastructure
tructure has turned out to be a
serious problem. These days it is very significant to maintain a
high level security to ensure protected and trust information
message among different groups. But integrity of data over
internet and any other network is always
ys under threat of
intrusions and misuses. So Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
have become crucial components in computer and network
security (Mohammad A. Faysel and Syed S. Haque,
Haque 2010).
Improvement of intrusion detection technique is major concern
of financial
inancial sector and social networking site for the use of
common user.Computer security community has developed a
variety of intrusion detection systems to prevent attacks on
computer systems. Feature optimization and feature reduction
is major challenges in current researcher trend in intrusion
detection technique. Irrelevant and redundant attributes of
intrusion detection data-set
set may lead to complex intrusion
detection model as well as reduce detection accuracy.
*Corresponding author: Yadav, S. R.
Millennium Institute of Technology, Bhopal.

The network based intrusion detection is called as mysterious
attacks and this attack is analyzed on the basis of normal attack
scenario (Jonatan
Jonatan Gomez and Dipankar Dasgupta
Dasgupta, 2002).
Despite all the applied mechani
mechanism for intrusion detection
system,, it does not provide the complete secured data.
Therefore, intrusion detection is becoming an increasingly
important technique that monitors network traffic and identifies
network intrusions attacks to computer systems. A number of
machine learning based approaches have been used for
detecting abnormal threats. Machine learning refers to a group
of techniques that develop the easiness for ambiguity,
improbability, incomplete fact, and estimate to achieve
toughness and low cost
ost solution. The principle constituents of
machine learning are Fuzzy Logic (FL) (Bapuji et al., 2012;
Ajith Abraham et al., 2005
2005), Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs), Probabilistic Reasoning (PR), and Genetic Algorithms
(GAs). The Genetic Algorithm is used to detect the intrusions
in networks (Li Liu et al., 2014
2014; Ren Hui Gong et al., 2005). It
considers both temporal and spatial inf
information of network
connections during the encoding of the problem using Genetic
Algorithm. Data mining is an efficient method for intrusion
detection, which can dig out the unknown knowledge and rules
from a large number of network data or audit data from host.
The Genetic Algorithm is more helpful for identification of
network anomalous behaviors. The Rough Set Neural Network
Algorithm is used to reduce a number of computer resources
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required to detect an attack. The KDDCup’99 data-set is used
to test the data and gives the better and robust result. The
various feature reduction techniques such as Independent
Component Analysis, Linear Discriminate Analysis and
Principal Component Analysis used to reduce the
computational intensity. KDD cup 99 data-set is used to reduce
computation time and improves the accuracy of the systems.
Section-I gives the introduction of the intrusion detection.
Section-II gives the traffic feature of intrusion detection
system. Problem formulations in intrusion detection have been
reviewed in section-III. Section IV discusses comparative result
evaluation. Finally, section-V is the conclusion and future
scope of work.

can be checked but not the user data in the payload. Scalability
is an issue with IDS.
Table 1. Basic features of individual TCP connections

Traffic feature of network

The generation of network traffic is very
large amount,
processing of this traffic data is very difficult for firewall,
intrusion detection system and other security analysis of tools.
The generated traffic is not formatted, due to this reason the
classification of traffic categories are very difficult. For the
analysis of traffic data KDD mining tools are used and
converted into connection and sequence data (Dewan Md.
Farid et al., 2008). These sequence and connection data have
42 features on different categories such as basic feature data,
content feature, time based feature and host traffic based
feature.
1. Basic Features: - the basic feature of these categories
gets information from packet header without
information of payload. The content of these categories
is 1 to 8.
2. Content Features: - In this group new TCP packets
analyzed with the help of area information. An example
of this category is number of "hot" indicator.
3. Time-based Traffic Features: - for gathering these types
of features a window of 2 second interval is defined. In
this interval, some properties of packets are measured.
For example number of connections to the same service
as the current connection in the past two seconds.
4. Host-based Traffic Features: - In this category instead
of a time based window, a number of connections are
used for building the window. This category is designed
so that attacks longer than 2 second can be detected.
The processing of feature and description of feature discuss in
Table 1, 2 and 3 according to their description and data type.
Feature selection and feature reduction is an important data
processing step prior to performing intrusion detection
technique (Srilatha Chebrolu et al., 2005). Feature optimization
and feature reduction process used some heuristic function such
as genetic algorithm, particle of swarm optimization and neural
network. In the all categories of feature some features play
ideal role in connection stream in case of normal connection
and abnormal connection. If reduces these feature it improves
the performance of intrusion detection technique.
Problem formulation
The environment in which the feature extraction and feature
reduction is done is crucial section for intrusion detection. This
means that the network traffic contains user confidential
information. In general, only the header fields of the packets

Because of the huge amount of data flowing through the
mobile operator’s network, it is not an easy task to find out the
right information needed for IDS. The problem is tofind an
answer to the question: “What features need to be taken into
account when calculating or analyzing whether the activity is
malicious or not?” Based on prior research on IDS it is clear
that either one of the techniques alone cannot detect everything
but the combination of the both is the most promising
approach. For example misuse detection can be used to filter
known threats from the traffic to make it easier for the
anomaly detection system to focus on the unknown. Even
though IDS have been researched over 20 years, we still do not
have an answer to the question of what features should be
monitored. So far different kinds of methods and algorithms
have been developed for anomaly detection but the focus has
been on making them more efficient. Almost all of them are
lacking the same information; what features are important for
IDS, especially in telecommunications networks? For some
reason information on the used features is not easily found
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from IDS research publications. No matter what the reason is
the result is the same; every researcher has to figure out by
themselves which features should be used for the monitoring.

Table 3. Traffic features computed using a two- second time
window

1. The pre-processing of KDDCUP99 takes more time.
2. The rate of false alarm generation is high.
3. Some data mining classifier are ambiguous situation for
selection of base classifier
4. Entropy based intrusion detection system suffered by
high false rate
5. The detection of dynamic feature evaluation.
Comparative study of detection technique
In this section discussion of the comparative study of intrusion
detection based on machine learning and feature optimization
have been performed. This study focused on different methods
of detection rate and finally demerits of the methods has been
emphasized.
Table 2. Content features within a connection suggested by
domain knowledge

Table 4. Comparative study of different intrusion detection
techniques
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Conclusion and Future scope
In this paper study of intrusion detection technique using
machine learning and feature optimization technique have been
surveyed. In this study it has been observed that features of
network data is very complex due to mixed categories. For the
classification task feature selection and feature optimization re
important techniques. Optimization of features and reduction
of features will be carried out using neural network techniques,
genetic algorithm and particle of swarm optimization
techniques. Ithas also shown that merging a different
classification technique also improves the detection of
intrusion detection. All the methods used in this survey gives
average 98% detection rate with false alarm generation. In
future increasedetection rate will be increased approximately
100 % and reduces the false alarm generation.
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